Zelenskyy turns blind eye to Putin-Medvedchuk scheming
Zelenskyy fires adviser who condemned talks with Russian-controlled Donbas militants

From Monday, March 23, Kyiv public transport will be available only for medical workers, rescuers, law enforcement officers, utility service workers, and the staff of groceries and pharmacies.

Government declares emergency situation regime in Kyiv city and two regions. Ukraine declares emergency in three more regions over coronavirus spread.

Health Minister Yemets calls for declaration of national emergency.

Parliament passes law on penalties for violating coronavirus quarantine.

Zelenskyy calls on oligarchs to help finance virus fight as China’s Ma donates testing kits.

Chaos, anger in Kyiv amid Coronavirus subway closure.

Almost 60,000 Ukrainians return home amid coronavirus pandemic.

Currency panic in Kyiv: Dollar up to UAH 27.90 in exchange booths.

The pro-Russian network behind coronavirus riots in a small Ukrainian town.

Ukraine’s president Zelenskyy turns blind eye to Putin-Medvedchuk scheming.

Zelenskyy fires adviser who condemned legalization of Russian-controlled Donbas militants.

UIA plane crash: Ukraine and Iran agree on further investigation.

Coronavirus is not a biological weapon. It’s an information one.

Kremlin’s mass production of disinformation about coronavirus.

Research reveals how Russia-linked social media accounts targeted 2020 US elections.

Grace of the empire. What is Ukraine’s place in the rhetoric of Russian media and how to decipher their hidden messages?

Hitler salutes in the time of coronavirus: StopFakeNews with Marko Suprun (No. 276)

Ukraine’s government has ventured into dangerous waters
The Cabinet wants to give Zelenskyy emergency powers

Extraordinary measures to fight coronavirus may be too extraordinary, argues lawyer.

Zelenskyy proposes state of emergency. What does it mean?

The Cabinet wants to give Zelenskyy emergency powers. What does that mean?

“Ukrainian doctors are ready to fight coronavirus” - ex-Deputy Health Minister.

Ukraine’s government has ventured into dangerous waters, but it’s not too late to set the boat on course – Marynovych.

Stay away. Why Ukraine’s economy performs better than the Russian economy after 2013 despite resistance to aggression.
NATO continues to increase its presence in Black Sea
Russian hybrid army consciously exposing civilians to risk of lethal fire

Mar. 23, Russian-led forces violate ceasefire in Donbas three times, no losses among Ukrainian soldiers.

Russian hybrid army consciously exposing civilians to risk of lethal fire. (Informnapalm)

TCG on Donbas to hold talks in videoconference format due to coronavirus.

NATO continues to increase its presence in Black Sea region – Stoltenberg.

NATO Secretary General confirms support for Ukraine’s Euro-Atlantic aspirations.

More Russian electronic warfare systems spotted in Donbas. (Informnapalm)

Russian electronic warfare in Donbas: Training or preparation for a wider attack?

Coronavirus and Donbas: demarcation line checkpoints to temporarily close.

Invaders deny SMM patrols passage at checkpoints in Donetsk region.

Russia allows occupied Donbas residents to leave the region.

The Ukrainian Navy plans to expand its presence in the Sea of Azov and build a base at the Berdyansk port.

Ukraine’s new IFV with NATO-standard anti-mine protection passes initial stage trial (Video).

Left: Abductions, torture, ‘hybrid deportation’: Crimean Tatar activist describes 6 years under Russian rule.

Right: Russia spends millions on indoctrination, crushing children’s identification with Ukraine in occupied Crimea.

OSCE monitored elections in occupied Donbas would be farce
Crimean Tatar activist who “fed Maidan” has died in occupied Crimea

Ukraine appeals to UN Secretary-General over Putin’s visit to occupied Crimea.

No coronavirus testing in Russia-occupied territories of Ukraine: extent of epidemic unknown.

3 years without loved ones: stories from families of imprisoned Crimean Tatars.

Coronavirus death trap for Ukrainian political prisoners in occupied Crimea and Russia.

Crimean Tatar political prisoners refused coronavirus test despite alarming symptoms.

Crimean Tatar veteran activist who “fed Maidan” has died in occupied Crimea.


Freedom House report shows OSCE monitored elections in occupied Donbas would be a farce.

Florence Gillette on aid to the Donbas and coronavirus.
7 answers about Ukraine’s cooperation with the IMF
Experts question future of Ukrainian judiciary as judicial reform canceled

Online Minsk meeting, protest outside the Office of the President and more – uacrisis weekly update#11, 16 – 22 March.

Parliament’s urgent quarantine agenda: MPs appoint new Prosecutor General.

Agricultural executive takes over as Ukraine’s new Economy Minister.

Political changes amid the pandemic: why appointment of the Prosecutor General raises worries.

Political persecution sharpens in Ukraine as first MP faces “preventive measures”.

Experts question future of Ukrainian judiciary as court cancels judicial reform.

Ukraine receives medical equipment to test for coronavirus from China, more expected.

Zelensky, IMF Director hold talks on greater financial support amid COVID-19 crisis.

Out went the Cabinet, in came the coronavirus: pressure mounts for reforms in Ukraine.

7 answers about Ukraine’s cooperation with the IMF.
Ukraine’s Anti-Corruption Prosecution to probe into Honcharuk’s handling of coronavirus.
Ukraine has received the first batch of coronavirus test kits, manufactured by the Institute of Molecular Biology of the National Academy of Sciences.

MHP allocates UAH 14 mln for fight against coronavirus spread in Cherkasy region.

Ukraine’s National Anti-Corruption Bureau uncovers $1.88 million theft from state-owned mines.

Kyiv rises 22 places in ranking of world’s most expensive cities - The Economist.

Ukroboronprom restores artificial lung ventilators production at Burevisnyk in Kyiv, to launch FFP3 respirators output at Novator in Khmelnytsky.

Five Ukrainians named on Forbes 30 Under 30
People who lost their jobs during the quarantine

“Coronavirus took my job”: people who lost their jobs during the quarantine.

Five Ukrainians named on Forbes 30 Under 30 Europe list.

Ethnicity estimate is a new Instagram trend from the Gradient app.
Modern Ukrainian ethno music to listen to
KISFF releases short animated films for adults

Modern Ukrainian ethno music to listen to during quarantine.
The Kyiv International Short Film Festival (KISFF) released selected works for adults from

Left: Ukraine’s new fiction reflects warriors of light, Crimean fleet, and Russian occupation.
Right: Documentary “Crimea. As it Was” shows the very beginning of Russia’s occupation of the peninsula
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